(1) and (2) prove Lemma II.
Proof of the special case, when all the roots are on the unit circle. The first proof for this special case was supplied by Professor Szegö. His argument is as follows.
Let 12 Hence from (4),
Un (so) | -(»-l)max | *.'(*) |. According to S. Bernstein's theorem this is possible only when
which is real, consequently equal to » -1; see case lb. Second proof of the previous special case. A much simpler proof is due to Professor G. Pólya. Let c*=* \ c\ e iy , z v~e i9v ; then
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n with real coefficients. Hence according to a sharper form of S. Bernstein's theorem
I dp n (e™)/dS | g », 2 I # GO I S », 1*1-1.
Proof in the general case. Let £ n (s) be a polynomial of degree », I ƒ>»(*)I ^1 for |*| g 1, Pn(z)j*0 for |s| <1. We define Qn(z) = (p n (z) +eq n (z))/2, and determine e so that |e| =1, eq n ' (z)/p n ' (z) should be real and positive at z=*z 0 , \z 0 \ =1, where \p n ' (z)\ reaches its maximum.
Then \Q n (z)\^l, |s| $1. Also, by Lemma I, Q n (z) has all its roots on the unit circle. Another inequality for the derivative of a polynomial. Replacing the "Tchebychev deviation" by the "Bessel deviation," we obtain the following analog of the inequality formulated at the beginning of this paper.
Let p n (z) be a polynomial of degree n; then which was the assertion. For £ w (j3) = (js n + l)/2 the sign of equality holds in (8).
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A NEW FORMULA FOR INVERSE INTERPOLATION
HERBERT E. SALZER
This paper is devoted to the derivation of a formula for inverse interpolation in a table of equally spaced arguments. The resulting formula (5) is more concise and convenient than those in existence. It involves neither differences nor polynomial coefficients other than small powers. In use it will be found much simpler and quicker than those given by Davis, Aitken, Steffensen and Milne-Thomson. In a sense, it is the analogue of the Lagrangian formula for direct interpolation without differences (that is, in terms of the tabular entries only) if the usual expression (right member of (1) Received by the editors January 1, 1944.
